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Case Study for Warcaft III: The Frozen Throne 

Warcraft. It’s impossible to ignore the rapid success of the iconic game series developed 

by Blizzard Entertainment. Decades since its inception, the Warcraft universe has been home to 

many games of varying genres; most well-known is the massively-multiplayer online game that 

serves at the latest incarnation of the series. However, before World of Warcraft came to 

dominate the MMO market, the real-time strategy games that had come before it had long before 

garnered a fan base of epic proportions.  

 Enter Warcraft 3, specifically its expansion: The Frozen Throne. A real-time strategy 

game set in the same medieval fantasy universe established in Warcraft I and Warcraft II. The 

game featured the iconic orcs and humans as well added new creatures such as the Night Elves 

and Undead. Players would take control of large armies, siege weaponry and magic-powered 

heroes to do battle with opposing armies, terrible monsters and legendary villains. The battlefield 

is covered in various resources guarded by monsters of all shapes and sizes. By vying for control 

over these resources, slaying monsters and taking their rewards the player would bolster their 

army allowing them to overcome the opponent’s forces. 

 Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne‘s narrative encompassed all four of the game’s races: 

humans, orcs, night elves and the undead. After the events of the Reign of Chaos, the world is 

plunged into war as the undead march upon Lordaeron, homeland to the humans, and a new 

island containing powerful artifacts emerges from the sea floor where demons and elves battle 



for control over the lost isle. Meanwhile, the Horde faction composed of orcs, trolls and tauren 

works to establish itself on the newly found continent of Kalimdor. The narrative really 

supplements the gameplay by offering a campaign for each race, giving players an introduction 

to each unique playstyle and helping them hone their skill with each faction. 

 Warcraft has a somewhat surprisingly repetitive storyline, seeming to follow the Hero 

Cycle on more than one occasion. However, despite how often it’s used in the narrative, you 

can’t argue with the results as the structure proves to be super effective in terms of continuing 

the story as well as building characters. Each threshold the hero crosses opens up and reveals a 

new part of the world; take for instance, Kalimdor, Northrend and Outland. Thrall, Arthas and 

Illidan respectively crossed into each of these domains and with their voyage out of the ordinary 

world the player was exposed to a whole new bestiary of monsters, new landscapes and new 

cultures. Weirdly enough, Warcraft’s ‘heroes’ seem to always re-emerge from the ‘special 

world’ on the opposite side of the morality spectrum than where they started. Take for instance, 

Arthas; he began as the prince of Lordaeron and an idol to his people. However, as he pursued 

the undead threat and even crossed over into Northrend to confront it, he came back to 

Lordaeron a Death Knight and murdered his father to assume the throne.  

 Without argument, the two biggest characters that took the stage in Warcraft III: The 

Frozen Throne was Arthas Menethil and Illidan Stormrage. These characters deserve to be 

written about due to the impact they each had on the Warcraft universe, each having both played 

the role of protagonist and antagonist as well as being present in nearly the entirety of each 

campaign. Looking at how many fans each character has garnered since their debut in Warcraft 

III, it’s obvious to see that both Arthas and Illidan each made a huge impact and are responsible 

for being one of the many reasons fans follow the story of Warcraft to this day. 



 Arthas Menethil, as mentioned beforehand, served as the Prince of Lordaeron and heir to 

the throne. Trained as a paladin since his youth under the guidance of his mentor, Uther, Arthas 

has been molded not only into a potential ruler but also a strong warrior. However, when an 

unknown plague runs rampant throughout his homeland Arthas must answer the call and seek out 

the source of this deadly contagion and put an end to it fast before his kingdom falls. Arthas 

serves as the player’s main general throughout the undead campaign in Frozen Throne, having 

gone to Northrend to stop the plague, but instead taking up the mantle of Death Knight after 

obtaining the runeblade Frostmourne. Arthas is the main character, both the protagonist and 

antagonist, and advances the storyline through his confrontation of various trials. Arthas works 

very effectively in Warcraft III’s narrative, serving as a powerful plot advancer and character 

that definitely draws the player in with his newfound morality. Players can see Arthas undergo a 

perversion of the Heroes’ Journey and see how much of a role he plays in the game by him being 

a central piece to each stage. Some examples would be Arthas’ “Crossing the Threshold”, where 

he returns to his homeland to find a completely different world compared to the one he left 

behind. Rather than rejoicing and celebration, Arthas is confronted by the anger and rioting of 

those he had betrayed by taking up Frostmourne. Another example would be the “Tests, Allies, 

and Enemies” stage which occurs heavily throughout this campaign. Over the course of the 

game, Arthas makes several enemies as well as allies in his new role as a death knight; enemies 

such as: Sylvanas, Kael’thas, Uther and Jaina. The player experiences all these stages and the 

narrative as a whole from the perspective of Arthas during the undead campaign making him a 

huge nucleus for character interaction and plot advancement. Illidan, however, is a bit of a 

different story. 



 Illidan Stormrage, brother to Malfurion Stormrage, sought powers beyond what the night 

elves dared to trifle with. Demonic magic and twisted arcana lay untapped and as the world 

teetered at the brink of chaos, Illidan charged himself with eliminating the demonic threat 

encroaching upon the world – at any cost. This call to action leads Illidan into a spiraling descent 

of morality, yet at the same time an ascendance in power. Illidan Stormrage is neither the main 

character nor the hero of the story; however, he plays a very large role as the game’s antagonist 

and does interact with the majority of the cast of heroes found within the campaigns. Illidan acts 

as the story’s Shadow, beginning as a hero or anti-hero of sorts but then quickly plummeting as 

he justifies the costs for power with protecting those he cares about until inevitably those he 

cares about rejects him. Illidan functions very well as a Shadow due to his knack to butt heads 

with the various heroes within the game. For example, Illidan and Arthas confront each other due 

to Illidan wanting to essentially kill off the Scourge whereas Arthas wishes to push demonic 

influence away from the Scourge. Illidan also conflicts with his brother Malfurion out of how 

they approach solving their issues. Illidan will put anything at risk to achieve victory whereas 

Malfurion is a lot more aware of the lives that are at stake. 

 Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne utilizes epic demi-gods and deities and powerful heroes 

to champion the factions they draw power from. The plot is essentially based around what the 

game is titled: Warcraft. Two factions vying for power and in the case of Frozen Throne, this 

would be demons and undead. The ‘heroes’ or champions of these factions, Arthas and Illidan 

being prime examples, forward the plot as tensions rise between their factions; the two ricochet 

off one another until they reach the epic climax. The betrayals that occur within the game knock 

out the ‘lesser’ races players were accustomed to and the game’s narrative continues to follow 

these characters to reach a whole new level of conflict, one consisting of powers the player 



doesn’t fully understand. This narrative is engaging, especially as the narrative to an expansion 

piece, because it takes the player from a ‘primordial view’ which consists of the fundamental 

fantasy race, the player is accustomed to and raises the player to a position of playing with the 

extra-planar, powerful factions that are never truly understood. Much like how Dungeons and 

Dragons plays out, the narrative engages the player because it entertains the concept that the 

player themselves are advancing in knowledge of the game world and they’ve reached the point 

of ascension into understanding the armies they’ve fought against. 

 The game’s narrative is by and large conveyed via cutscenes and cinematics very much 

reminiscent of movies. The lore books and quests found within the game could be chalked up to 

be similar to books, however, nothing ground-breaking in terms of the story happens in the text, 

typically it’s through cutscene. Overall, this form worked really well considering the quality of 

each cinematic that was produced. These cinematics do a good job of stressing the truly defining 

moments of the story, emphasizing the end of a campaign or the game itself. For example, the 

cinematic where Arthas ascends Icecrown and breaks the Lich King’s armor free is both stunning 

and rewarding. It makes the player feel like they’ve truly accomplished something. 
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Warcraft 3: Frozen Throne 

Characters: 

- Arthas : Hero turned Shadow 

- Uther : Hero/Mentor 

- Jaina : Hero/Ally 

- Kael’thas : Hero/Rival/Ally 

- Illidan : Hero turned Shadow 

- Tyrande :Ally 

- Malfurion : Ally 

Hero’s Cycle: 

Threshold Guardians: Mal’Ganis, Frostmourne, Father 

Normal World: Human 

Other World: Undead 

Vice versa coming back? 

  


